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Budget Politics

I In early September 2017, Senate Republicans tried a third
time to pass health care legislation

I The new bill, Graham-Cassidy kept most of the Obamacare
taxes, but eliminated the individual and employer mandate,
and shifted Obamacare funds directly to the states

I After Obamacare passed, some states had accepted funding to
expand medicare while other states (mostly those with
Republican governors) rejected this funding

I Under Graham-Cassidy, the funding would have been
allocated to the states in a way that did not account for
whether the states had accepted the medicare expansion

I This meant that states that had accepted the medicare
expansion would loose money under Graham-Cassidy while
states that did not expand Medicare would gain money
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I The previous versions of repeal and replace were opposed by
Murkowski (R-AK) and Collins (R-ME) and McCain (R-AZ)
had opposed one of the repeal and replace bills

I Rand Paul (R-KY), representing a state that had accepted the
medicare expansion, came out as opposed to Graham-Cassidy

I This meant that Republicans could only afford to loose one
more vote

I Alaska had also accepted medicare expansion, which meant
that Alaska was set to loose funding under the current bill

I To secure Murkowski’s vote, Republicans offered to let Alaska
keep the amount of money they had under Obamacare
(Hawaii would get the same deal under the plan)
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for the Gravina Island Bridge, which would have connected
Gravina Island with the Alaska mainland

I Tom Coburn (R-OK) offered an amendment to divert the
funding for the bridge (estimated to cost 398 million) to
repair a bridge in Louisiana damaged by hurricane Katrina

I The bridge, often called the “Bridge to Nowhere” became a
symbol of wasteful pork barrel spending (Gravina Island was
home to only 50 Alaskans as well as an airport and was
accessible by ferry).
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amendments to it can be passed with 51 votes in the Senate)

I Reconciliation bills cannot increase the deficit over a 10-year
period, as analyzed by the CBO
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• Imagine a Congress made up of 5 legislators

• Each represents a different types of districts: agricultural,
highly-educated, sparsely populated, high percentage of
military personnel, high percentage of union workers

• Each legislator wants spending directed to one dimension:
agricultural subsidies, spending on public colleges, spending on
highways, spending on military bases, and subsidies for
manufacturing

• Spending in each area costs money and therefore would require
raising taxes

• Each legislator would like more spending in his area, but less in
the other areas (so taxes are lower)

• Any group of 3 or more legislators may prefer to engage in a
log-roll—agreeing to vote for spending in each others area
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• The Universalism theory goes further, suggesting a structure
which leads to this outcome

• Committees will have jurisdiction over a policy area
• Committees will be composed of high-demanders
• Committees have gate-keeping power in their jurisdiction—if

they propose no change, the status quo persists
• Norm of universalism predicts earmarks
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forever

I Exactly who wins is indeterminate
I What we can say is that we will end up with a Minimum
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I MWC can explain a certain degree of earmarks
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party—it would be very hard to “buy” them with spending for
their district

• Swing voters are voters who are uncommitted—since they are
close to being indifferent between the parties, you can buy
them with a little bit of spending

• The Swing Voter theory:
I The incumbent party will direct spending towards swing

districts in hopes of being rewarded in the next election

• The Core Voter theory:
I Legislators care less about spending for their district, instead

they are motivated by rewarding those on their side
I Or alternatively, the incumbent party hopes to increase

turnout among their supporters by rewarding them with
spending

I Both predict that districts that supported the winning party
will receive more funds
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• Even though most people stand to gain from eliminating farm

subsidies, members of Congress do not eliminate farm subsidies
because those who support farm subsidies care a lot about the
issue
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• MWC: strict prediction of zero spending in some districts
doesn’t hold, some evidence of agenda power leading to more
spending (though much more limited than one might think),
and strong evidence that pivotal members get more funding for
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• Swing voter theory: pretty consistent evidence that swing
districts get more funding (even after accounting for the fact
that moderate members are more likely to come from swing
districts)

• Core voter theory: inconsistent evidence yielding weak support
for theory
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I What determines which legislators win the funding war?

• The most important factors appear to be being a pivotal voter
and representing a swing district

• Moderates and particularly moderate members of the minority
party are most likely to be pivotal

• Being in a position of power appears to be of secondary
importance

I Is the type of voting-buying that was targeted towards
Murkowski common? Is it effective?

• It is common enough for us to see moderates bringing back
more spending to their district, but not always effective
because gridlock is common

I Does securing funds help a legislator win re-election?

• A little, but not too much
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• Credit claiming provides a third explanation for inefficient
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• Citizens Against Government Waste (CAGW) argues that the
U.S. Government could eliminate pork saving:

I 300 billion over 1 year
I 2.3 Trillion over 5 years
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• CAGW estimated $29 billion in earmarks in 2006
• In 2006, the budget was about 2.5 trillion, so earmarks (as

calculated by CAGW) accounted for slightly over 1% of the
federal budget

• In 2012, an earmark ban took effect (Congress’ definition is
more stringent—an earmark is a specific project requested by a
specific member)

• In 2012, CAGW estimated $3 billion in earmarks
• In 2017, they were up to $7 billion (relative to a budget of

about $4 trillion)
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I Two alternatives to earmarks:

• Formulas
• Ceding decision making authority to bureaucracies

I One could argue that earmarks allow Congress to make sure
money is spent appropriately (the executive branch may also
direct funding towards pet projects for political purposes)

I One could argue that the congressional earmark ban kept the
good type of earmark while getting rid of the bad type of
earmark
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Returning to questions:

I When is spending pork?

• Pork generally refers to inefficient or wasteful spending

I Do projects like the “bridge to nowhere” often get funding? If
so, why?

• It is difficult to know if projects like this are often funded, but
there are theoretical reasons to think that some inefficient
projects will be funded

• If you agree with the CAGW (chances are you won’t agree with
every decision they made), earmarks are small part of the
budget and pork is a large part of the budget
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Returning to questions:

I Why is the federal government involved in funding bridges in
Alaska?

• It’s easier for the government to collect revenue since voters
may avoid state taxes by voting with their feet

• Alaska had two moderate Senators in 2006 (but this does not
explain why spending would come in a form of wasteful bridge)

I Why does Congress allow “earmarks”, such as the bridge to
nowhere?

• It doesn’t anymore
• Earmarks allow Congress to maintain control of spending for

things that cannot easily be dealt with by formulas
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I Next lecture: we will continue discussing budget politics
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